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BASIC SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY

PRIMARY FIVE FIRST TERM

RI APNESS TEST

SCIENCE)

ENI

QUALITY

Meangng of environmental

quality

Advantages of a healthy

environment

Healthy vs degraded

enwronment

Disadvantages of degraded

environment

(PHYSICAL HEALTH

EDUCATION)

Creativity Rhydhmic

BST (IT)
Exploration of files from the

system

Identify files to be copied

Copyfing files from one

directory to the another

3 BST(BASIC SCIENCE)

Changes around us

(Erosion):

Meaning of erosion

causes of erosion;

LEARNING OBJECTIVES

By the end of the lesson, pupils

should be able to
-ten what environmental quality IS,

-appraise healthy environment;

-differentiate between a healthy and

a degraded environment:

-state lhe disadvantages of
degraded environment

-Descöbe the factors which degrade

the environment

By the end of the lesson, Pupils

should be able to:

1- explain rhythmic activities

2- mention types of rhydhmic

activities (marching, galloping,

hopping, singing, dancing) etc.

3- demonstrate rhythmic activities

(marching, galloping, hopping,

singing, dancing)

By the end of the lesson, pupils

should be able to:
identify the different forms of files

and where they are saved.

Experiment the process of coping

files from one directory to another.

By the end of the lesson, pupils

should be able to:

-state the meaning of erosion;

-list and explain the types of

erosion;

-discuss the causes of erosion.

explain the effects of erosion in

their environment

LEARNING ACTIVITIES

-Pupils observe their environment

and discuss the quality of their

environment.

Pupils in small groups classify

their environment as either healthy

or degraded

-Pupils in small groups discuss the

advantages of healthy

-Pupils in small groups discuss on

EMBEDDED CORE

SKILLS

Critical thinking and

problem solving

communication and

collaboration

creativity and

imagination

disadvantages of degraded environment.

BST (PHYSICAL HEALTH
EDUCATION)

Creativity Rhythmic

By the end of the lesson, Pupils

should be able to:

1- discuss meaning rhythmic

activities

2- list types of rhythmic activities

(marching, galloping, hopping,

singing, dancing) etc.

3- demonstrate rhythmic activities

(marching, galloping, hopping,

singing, dancing)

-Pupils in small groups discuss

and identify the factors which

degrade their environment

1- Pupils in small groups explain

the meaning of rhythmic activities.

2- Pupils as a class mention types

of rhythmic activities (marching,

galloping, hopping, singing,

dancing) etc.

3- Pupils in pairs demonstrate

rhfihmic activities such: as

singing, dancing, marching etc.

Pupils, in pairs, experiment the

process of identifying files and

coping them from one directory to

another.

-Pupils in small groups walk round

the class in turn to see the

pictures of erosion sites.

-Class discusses the meaning of

erosion.

-Pupils in pairs list and explain the

types of erosion.

-Pupils visit and observe erosion

sites in the locality or study chart

of erosion sites and write down

their observations.

-Pupils in small groups. discuss the

causes of erosion and present to

the class,

1- Pupils as a group discuss the

meaning of rhythmic activities and

site examples

2- Pupils as an individual list types

of rhythmic activities (marching,

galloping, hopping, singing,

dancing, swinging, rolling) etc.

3- pupils in small group

demonstrate rhythmic activities

such as; galloping, marching,

I-Collaboration &

Communication.

2- Leadership &

Personal Development

3-Critical thinking and

problem solving.

Critical thinking

Collaboration and

communication

Personnel development

Digital literacy

critical thinking and

problem solving

communication and

collaboration

leadership and personal

development

1 •Collaboration &

Communication.

2- Leadership &

Personal Development

3-Critical thinking and

problem solving.

LEARNING RESOURCES

Audio - vtsual resources:

dustbin, broom, dustpan,

rake, scrubbing brush

shovel, pictures of a well

beatified environment.

Web resources:

https://.ww/.teacher

orq/lesson-plans/envir

onmental/

1- Website resources

i. https:l/study.com/academ

y/ lesson/ cateqcries-of-

rhythmic-activities.html

ii.htt s•./lwuw. outube.c m/

Gi.https:/lmw.youtube.com/

watch?v=Mllmqiky-sQ

2- Audio Visual resources

- Flash Card

- Poster
- Music

- Dancing Costumes
- Whistles

https•]/youtu.be/eec2kteG

kcM

Audio visual resources :

Pictures / video clips of

different types of erosion

Web resources:

https•]tstudy.com/academ

y messon/erosion-lesson-

for-

kids-definatmfacts-

types.html

1- Website resources

i. https./istudy comiacademy

I lesson/ cateqones-qf.

rhythmic.ctjvfttqs html

ic https]/www.youtube com/

iii. httpsJ/www.youtube com/

Audio Visual
Flash cards - Poster

- Charts - Pictures
- Music - Whistles

hopping



2' 
Audio 

visual 
rFlash 

Card
poster

short cuts

SCIENCE)

Changes around us

(Eroson):

Effects of erosion

Control of erosion.

BST (PHYSICAL HEALTH

EDUCATION)

Athletics- Field events

(Long jump)

BST (T)

Introductbn to intemet

Meaning

History

Terminologies

5 BST(BASIC SCIENCE)

By the end of the lesson. pupils

should be able to.

Outline the different types of

keyboard short cuts

By the end of the lesson, pupils

should be able to:

{discuss the effect

of erosion on the environment

desctibe how to prevent and

Pupils Individually, try out different Critical thinking Dancing 
Co;turnq

keyboard short cuts

Pupils walk round the class to see

the pictures of erosion.

-Class brainstorms on how

Collaboration and

communication

Audio 
Visual'

Charts

Personnel development
Computer

Digital literacy Projectors

Critical thinking and

problem solving

communication and

Sound 
System

Web 
Resour%l

Video 
Site•

Audio 
visual

erosion can affect the environment. collaboration
video clips

Web 
resourcæs

-Pupils think and write down the leadership and personal

erosion affects them development
control erosion

ways 

individually.

-Pupils in small groups discuss

and write down how erosion can

beprevented and controlled.

-Each pupil thinks and writes

down what they can do

individually to prevent and control

erosion'in their environment.

Illessonlerosi

kids-defination.fat$

s html

By the end of the lesson, Pupils I-pupils in pairs demonstrate 1- Collaboration &

should be able to: jumping activities, e.g. jump and Communication.

1- demonstrate jumping acivities, reach, jump and touch, jumping on

1 • Website Reson

i- http:llYN/M101&

.comlwatch

e.g. jump and reach, jump and

touch, jumping on the spot

2- discuss the concept of long jump.

3- fist basic phases in long jump

events (approach run, take-off,

flight, landing, recovery

4- demonstrate long jump phases

on the field

By the end of the lesson, pupils

should be able to:

Explain the term Internet

Discuss the histoty of intemet

Adiwlate the various internet

terminologies

By the end of the lesson, pupils

the spot

2- Pupils in a small group discuss

the concept of long jump event

4- Pupils as a group list basic

phase$in long jump events

(approach n.ln, take-off, flight,

landing, recovery

4- Pupils jn groups demonstrate

the basic phases in Jumps events

on the field (Long jump).

Pupils,jn small groups, discuss

the meaning of intemet, its history

and terminologies

2- Leadership &

Personal Development.

3-Critical thinking and

problem solving.

4- Digital literacy

Critical thinking

Collaboration and

communication

ii. https:llyoutubehl

IX6rf6pMA

iii• https•]lputu be

IIXW E

iv- https•]lyoutJb8'l

ZP2FN0AL8w

2- Audio visual

- Flash Card

- Poster

Long jump pit

- Measuring tape

-Takeoffbwd

-Class picks the dirt around the

Personnel development

Digital literacy

critical thinking and problem 
Audio-vsualreø

Land and Noise pollution:

Land and noise Pollutants

(paper, stagnant water etc.)

Sources of Land and noise

pollution

Effects of Land and noise

pollution

Control of Land and noise

should be able to:

-explain the meaning of land and

noise pollution;

-examine the types and effect of

land pollution;

-examine the effect of noise and

land pollution ;

• determine ways of preventing and

controlling land and noise pollution.

class and brainstorm on the

meaning of land pollution.

solving communication and Chartslvdeosto,«

collaboration different Wpesofjd

pollutindwmJijJ'
- Class listens to a very loud radio, creativity and

shout at the top of their voice and imagination
sttks, rafi,

brainstorm on the effects of noise

pollution.

-Pupils in small groups write down
the effects of noise and land

pollution

-Pupils in pairs discuss ways of
controlling and noise

Web resouræs

lesson •for-kids

html
liesson•

pollution.
preventing 

and land pollution



, TOPICS

BST (IT)

Networkin

Defimtions

Types, importance and uses

BST(BASIC SCIENCE)

Waste and Waste Disposal

Meaning of waste

Waste constitutes

Types of waste (bottles,

papers, wood litter, sticks)

Effects of waste in the

environment

BST (PHYSICAL HEALTH

EDUCATION)

Personal Health care

BST (IT)

Internet browser

Definition

of browser and uses

MID TERM BREAK

/ tMf1rnorD CORE

1 -Collaboration 8

Comm. tntcation

2 Leadership &

Pemona! Oeve\oornent

3-Cnucaf thinking and

tMQh phases on
the

By the end of the lesson, pupils

should be able to:

Explain networking

Outline the important of networking,

the es and its uses.

By the end of the lesson, pupils

should be able to:

-explain the meaning of waste;

-list the types of waste;

-analyze waste constitutes;

By the end of the lesson, Pupils

should be able to:

1- Identify materials needed for

personal health care

2- explain meaning of personal

health care

3- justify the importance of personal

health care

4- compare between clean teeth

and dirty teeth

5- investigate the causes, and

prevention of dental problems

By the end of the lesson, pupils

should be able to:

Explain the meaning of internet

browser

evpnts

(approach run. take-off mqh!,

'anding, recove/*/

4- Pupils In groups demonstrate

the phases In high Jumps events

on the field

Pupils, in small groups, dlSCUSS

networking, the importance, types

and its uses.

ass gives examples of those
things that they think are not
useful to them and brainstorm on

the meaning of waste.
-Pupils in pairs state the types of
waste.

-Pupils in small groups discuss
the things that constitute waste.
-Pupils in small groups discuss the
effects of waste in their

environment

1- Pupils as a whole class identify

materials needed for personal

health care

2- Pupils in pairs explain the

meaning of personal health care

3- Pupils in groups justify the

importance of personal health

care

4- Pupils in a small group

compare between clean teeth and

dirty teeth from the picture

4- Digital literacy

Critical thinking

Collaboration and

communication

Personnel development

Digital literacy

critical thinking

communication and

collaboration

I-Collaboration &

Communication.

2- Leadership &

Personal Development.

3-Critical thinking and

problem solving.

4- Digital literacy

5- Pupils as a class investigate the

causes and prevention of dental

problems

Whole class brainstorm on the

meaning of internet browser, the

various es and their uses.

Critical thinking

Collaboration and

communication

Personnel development

Digital literacy

LEANN!NG RESOURCES

1- Webste resources

Phttps !/youtub.be/CbsqXz
BhHSE

https

tittps /lucuutu t;g lMfai-

Odb3.c

IV-https.!/wwpyoutube com

(play bsto tist

2- Audio Visual resources

Flash Card

Poster

high jump pit

Measuring tape

High Jump poles/stand

and cross-bar

Landin foam

https://voutu.be/EWTJKcq

7Pi8

Audio - visual resources :

empty milk cartons,

newspapers, toilet paper

rolls, empty bottles

Web resource:

https://studv.com/academ

y nesson/waste-

manaqement

-lesson-plan.html

1- Website resources

i-https•]/youtu.bellQ20KH5

Wri

ii-https://youtu.be/keBNmw

WXbZE

iii httpsl/myw.youtube.com/

watch Fjq2e0kh5wri

2- Audio visual materials

Charts

Posters

Flip charts

Diagram of the tooth

Materials for personal

health care e.g. tooth brush

and past, etc.

https]/youtu.be/9X7mewt

Ull

Outline the different types of internet

browsers and their uses.
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Pupils tn pa

at home.

8
BST(BASC SCENCE)

Wage Waste

waste

ways

waste t'

By end of ttw lesson, pupils

shmjld be to.

-State the different tymns of

d.stng

&vek» A definitm tor recydtnq;

the Advantnqes of

recvltng

•docxjment ttw ideas tor

dispose their waste Creativity and

Class enumerate the usefulness imagination

of waste and brainstorm on the
critical thinking

communication 
andmoaning of recycling.

collaboration

HEALTH By the end of the lesson, Pupils

should be able to:

Pupils in pairs state the

advantages of recycling.

Pupils in small groups discuss

their own idea of recycling.

A member of each group makes

presentations

1- Pupils as an individual mention

different types of ball games

in 

Creativity and
imagination

1- Leadership &
Personal Development.

2- 

garne

EST (IT)

I- menton different ball games

2- differentiate beWeen facilities

and equipment in volleyball games

3- demonstrates basic skills in

volleyball game

4- investigate the advantages

playing volleyball game

2- Pupils small groups

differentiate between facilities and

equipment in volleyball games

Digital Literacy

3- Collaboration &
Communication.

Such as. playing court, balls, nets,

net supports (poleslstand) canvas, 4- Critical Thinking &

jerseys, shocks, gloves, kneel

cap.

3- Pupils in a small group

problem solving
5- Creativity &

Imagination.

5- recommend the safety measure

in playing volleyball game

describe basic skills in

volleyball game

4- Pupils as a class investigate the

6- discuss brief history of volleyball advantages of playing volleyball

game

5- Pupils in groups, recommend

the safety measure in playing

volleyball game

By the end of the lesson, pupils Pupils in pairs, discuss problems Critical thinking

of Vtsual Based

should be able to:

Identify various types of Visual
that programming languages can

solve.

Collaboration and

communication

iii.h 
•l

IJDCA

•Video#

-Courtof%j

•Voleybals

-Nets

• Supp#

https•JlycutJ.teE.

Types 

Programirg Larguages

9 BST(BASIC SCIENCE)

ENVIRONMENTAL

CHANGES

(WATER AND AIR)

Meaning of polluüon

Water and air Pollubnts

Sources of water and air

Efeds of water and air

Based Programming Languages

(Block code) such as, Scratch, Mine

craft Alice MIT a inventor etc

By the end of the lesson, pupils

should be able to:

-formulate a definition of pollution;

explain how water and air can be

polluted and its effects on people

and the environment;

- enumerate sources of water and

air pollution;

outline ways of preventing and

controlling water and air pollution.

-Class watches video clips or

study pictures of polluted water,

Personnel development

Problem sowing

Critical thinking and

problem sowing

Audb-vsudtö.æ

Chart

industries letting fumes into the air creativity and

and areas affected by oil spillage. imagination

-Class brainstorms about what communication and

pollution means. collaboration

stagnanlwü,

Bowlofclüäi

did water.

-Pupils in pairs mention how water leadershipandpersonal 
Vdeo$s

and air can be polluted. development

-Pupils in small groups discuss

how we can prevent and control

water and air pollution.

Each rou makes resentation.

pdlutm

Web renas

Ile•at
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AciMTlE9

C,cdrol Of wntet 'mg

SK',AI H!

EDVCATKV

BSiClf)
Types of Text Based

Programming Languages

and ttw uses.

BST(BASIC SCIENCE)

ENVIRONMENTAL

QUALITY

i dlfiomnhNto

bac•c skills

investoate the advantages

playnnq basketball game

4, recommend the safety measure

in playing basketball game

By the end of the lesson, pupils

should be able to:
Identify various types of Text Based

Programming Languages such as

HTML, CSS, C++, Python,
Java, PHP etc

By the end of the lesson, pupils

should be able to:

plan court bags.

the qtnnd.

knee/ cap

PuodA a gov}" pup
denustrnte bast n
baqketbad game

3- Pupils as a class Investigate the

advantaqes of playing basketball

game

4- Pup"s groups, recommend

the safety measure in playing

basketball game

5- Pupil as a class discuss the

history of Basketball

Pupils in pairs, discuss problems

that programming languages can

solve.

-Pupils think and write down the

advantages of maintaining a

healthy environment

EMBÉDDEDCORE
SKILLS

tøMershtp A

PervO (Sveloprnent

t)V$tAl Literacy

Cottnbon0m 8
Communotbn

4- CritÉal Thinktnq 8

problem

5. Creativity 8

Imagination

Critical thinking

Collaboration and

communiætion

LEARNING RESOURCES

1 • renjroes

hffpg b&Fq7T6p

2- Audö visaA rn&råls

Basketbaß COM

Chart

Vdeo clip

Basket balls

Canvas

Kneel cap

Backboard

Board support

Basketball net

https•//yqutu.be/hx4NNTY

Personnel developrnent

-describe ways of maintaining a -Pupils clean up the class and

Ways of maintaining healthy healthy environment. discuss on ways of maintaining

environment -identify ways of maintaining healthy healthy environment.

-materials for maintaining

healthy environment

BST (PHYSICAL HEALTH

EDUCATION)

Football game

and beautiful school environment.

-write materials for maintaining

healthy environment.

By the end of the lesson, Pupils

should be able to:

1- compare between facilities and

equipment in football and other ball

games

2- demonstrates basic skills in

football game

3- investigate the advantages

playing football game

4- recommend the safety measure

in playing football game

5- discuss brief history of football

- Pupils in pairs write out materials

for maintaining healthy

environment.

1- Pupils in small groups

compares between facilities and

equipment in football and other

ball games Such as: football pitch,

balls, nets, canvas/footwear,

jerseys, shocks, gloves, shine

guard,

2- Pupils in a small group walk

down to display basic skills in

football game

3- Pupils as a class investigate the

advantages of playing football

game

4- Pupils in groups, recommend

the safety measure in playing

football game

5- Pupils as a class discuss the

brief history of Football.

Problem soMng

Creativity and

imagination

Communicatbn and

collaboration

Critical thinking and

problem solving

Leadership and

personal development

1- Collaborajon &

Communicatm.

2- Digital Literacy

3- Leadership &

Personal Development

4- Critul Thinking &

problem solving

5- Creativity &

Imaginatm.

Audio visual resources •

Charts of a dirty

environment dustbin,

broom, dus , rake,

scrubbing brush shovel,

pictures of a well beatified

Web resources:
https•]/Www.teacher.orq

nesson-

plans/environmental/

1- Websites resources

i- https•]hßJtu.be]pRZ-
2M08vM

iii-h •J .be/2M 8

iv•h •J .betTJ1

30

belWBZIZF

vih

viih :l

2- Audio visual matnls

Football fEWpitch

Chart

Video dip

Balls

Goalpost

-Nets

- Shine guard

- Whistles



Footwearl

BST (IT)

Introduction to Web and

App Devek»ment

BST(BASIC SCIENCE)

REPRODUCTION IN
PLANTS:

-Parts of a rower;

-Pollination;

Meaning

Types

A nts.
BST (PHYSICAL HEALTH
EDUCATION)

Revision

12 REVISION
13 EXAMINATION

By the end of the lesson, pupils

should be able to:

Understand and explain the

difference between Web and App

development

By the end of the lesson, the pupils

should be able to:

-identify parts of a flower,

-explain the meaning of pollination;

-identify agents and types of

pollination

-draw and label a flower;

-illustrate the process of pollination

Whole class brainstorm on the

meaning of Web and App

development with examples.

Pupils in small groups take a look

at hibiscus flowers in other to

guide them to identify parts of a

flower

Pupils in pairs draw and label a

flower.

Pupils in small groups discuss

pollination of flowers.

Critical thinking
Collaboration and
communication

Personnel 
development

Digital literacy

Creativity and
imagination Audio.

Communication 
and

collaboration

Critical thinking and
problem solving Web. 

ResourcesLeadership and
personal development

Pupils in small group illustrate the

process involved in pollination
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